
Field Tested Summary: An artificer’s invention is running amok 
and only someone clever and foolhardy can stop it.

Read to the playeRs

 You are traveling past tall barley fields when you notice a sound 
you don’t recognize. It is a whining buzz, oscillating in pitch from a 
deep roar to a piercing whistle. 
 As you get closer, the scene becomes more clear. Field workers 
are running after a large machine with spinning drills at both ends. 
The machine is tearing up the fields as it weaves recklessly, leaving a 
shallow trench in its wake.
 A woman runs towards you pleading for help. “We can’t stop that 
machine and it is ruining our fields! Is there anything you can do?”
 

The Problem

A gnome artificer, Garill Hoosepopper, was demonstrating his new field-plowing machine 
for these farmers. After the demonstration, he stopped the machine and locked the access 
hatch. However, the machine started moving again, running over the gnome artificer, 
killing him. Now it is out of  control. (Show the illustration to your players.)

Challenges

The machine moves steadily at a speed of  20, but not 
in a straight line. It is resistant to all damage types 
and has 400 hitpoints, so destroying it is not a good 
option.

The access hatch is locked, Thieves Tools DC 15 to 
open, and must be rolled with disadvantage due to 
being in motion. Allow multiple attempts.

The hatch and the space inside are small. A small-
sized character can get in fine, but a medium-sized 
character will be cramped, suffering disadvantage on 
all skill checks.

Within the machine are dials, levers, wheels, hissing 
valves, and gurgling pipes. To stop the machine, roll 
an Intelligence check. Those with Alchemist levels 
or proficiency in Alchemy Supplies or Tinker Tools 
can add their proficiency bonus. All others add no 
proficiency bonus and roll with disadvantage.

Every Intelligence check has an effect until 
the machine is stopped (Note: the machine begins 
with a speed of  20):
     Intelligence Check Results:

1-6: A toxic substance belches from a valve. The 
character is blinded 1 minute and takes 2d8 damage.
7-10: The machine speeds up. Add 10 to the speed.
11-14: The PC learns a little about the device. 
Gains +1 bonus to future Intelligence checks.
15-18: The machine slows down. Subtract 5 from  
the speed.
19+: The machine is shut down and comes 
to a halt.

TreaSure & reSoluTion

The farmers are grateful and provide the PCs with 
hospitality. The gnome inventor, Garrill Hoosepopper, 
has been crushed to a pulp. He had been transporting 
the machine on a special ox-drawn wagon, drumming up 
business for the upcoming plowing season. In his wagon 
are some ordinary gear, tinker’s tools, 5 signed contracts, 
and 4 jugs of various alchemical substances worth 300 
gold each.
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